egulation of actin polymerization is essential for cell functioning. Here, we predict a novel phenomenonthe force-driven polymerization of actin filaments mediated by proteins of the formin family. Formins localize to the barbed ends of actin filaments, but, in contrast to the standard capping proteins, allow for actin polymerization in the barbed direction. First, we show that the mechanism of such "leaky capping" can be understood in terms of the elasticity of the formin molecules. Second, R we demonstrate that if a pulling force acts on the filament end via the leaky cap, the elastic stresses can drive actin polymerization. We estimate that a moderate pulling force of ‫ف‬ 3.4 pN is sufficient to reduce the critical actin concentration required for barbed end polymerization by an order of magnitude. Furthermore, the pulling force increases the polymerization rate. The suggested mechanism of force-driven polymerization could be a key element in a variety of cellular mechanosensing devices.
Introduction
Actin polymerization plays a pivotal role in fundamental cellular processes such as locomotion, cytokinesis, and adhesion. It has been predicted theoretically (Mogilner and Oster, 1996) and recently demonstrated in single filament experiments (Kovar and Pollard, 2004 ) that actin polymerization produces mechanical forces. These forces are apparently responsible for different forms of cell motility and, in particular, extension of cell protrusions (Mogilner and Oster, 2003; Pollard and Borisy, 2003) . The principles of thermodynamics predict not only that polymer growth can produce a force but also that an external force can control polymerization (Hill and Kirschner, 1982; Hill, 1987) .
Pulling forces applied to actin filaments can be developed by myosin-type molecular motors (Howard, 2001) . Forceenhanced actin polymerization could be involved in a large spectrum of cellular mechanisms related to mechanosensitivity such as stress fiber and focal adhesion formation driven by myosin II-mediated contractility or by externally applied forces (Burridge and Chrzanowska-Wodnicka, 1996; Galbraith and Sheetz, 1998; Geiger and Bershadsky, 2002; Bershadsky et al., 2003) . However, effects of pulling forces on actin polymerization have never been studied.
A major challenge is to understand the specific mechanisms by which a force can drive actin polymerization in the cell. A variety of actin-binding proteins are known to regulate actin assembly (Higgs and Pollard, 2001; Pantaloni et al., 2001) .
Recently, the novel and important family of formin homology proteins was recognized to control actin polymerization (Pollard, 2004; Zigmond, 2004) . Notably, one member of this family, diaphanous-related formin mDia1, has been proposed to mediate the force-dependent assembly of focal adhesions (Riveline et al., 2001 ).
The present study suggests a mechanism for force-driven actin polymerization, in which a crucial role is played by formins.
Formins are processive cappers
The multidomain formin proteins exhibit features of both nucleators and cappers of actin filaments (Wallar and Alberts, 2003; Zigmond, 2004) . Formins nucleate actin polymerization and remain persistently bound to the barbed ends of the growing filaments (Pruyne et al., 2002; Pring et al., 2003; Kovar and Pollard, 2004; Romero et al., 2004) walking with them during the course of polymerization (Higashida et al., 2004) . Based on these observations, formins are considered to be "processive" cappers , which, in contrast to the usual capping proteins, allow the actin monomers to join the filaments.
All formins contain the highly conserved homology domains 1 (FH1) and 2 (FH2). The FH2 domain binds actin, whereas the FH1 domain mediates formin interaction with another actin-binding protein, profilin (Watanabe et al., 1997) . The relative role of the two homology domains in the formin processive capping activity is a subject of the ongoing discussion (Copeland et al., 2004; Kovar and Pollard, 2004; Romero et al., 2004; Zigmond, 2004) . Functioning of formins as processive cappers can be divided into a passive "leaky" capping and the ATP-dependent processive motor activity (Romero et al., 2004) . The leaky cappers do not use any energy sources and slow down actin polymerization by several tens of percents. The processive motors use the energy of ATP hydrolysis (Dickinson et al., 2004; Romero et al., 2004) and can induce up to a 15-fold acceleration of filament growth (Romero et al., 2004) . According to recent papers, the FH2 domains of the majority of formins studied to date (Bni1p, mDia1, mDia2, and FRLa) (Pruyne et al., 2002; Li and Higgs, 2003; Pring et al., 2003; Copeland et al., 2004; Higashida et al., 2004) and FH1FH2 domains of Bni1 in the absence of profilin (Kovar and Pollard, 2004) can act as leaky cappers. The processive motor activity requires profilin, and, hence, involves FH1FH2 domains (Higashida et al., 2004; Romero et al., 2004) . The model presented here relies only on the leaky capping properties of formins. At the same time, the predicted effects are applicable also to the processive motors.
The key event necessary for formins to behave as leaky cappers is dimerization (or, perhaps, higher order oligomerization) of their FH2 homology domains (Li and Higgs, 2003; Zigmond et al., 2003; Copeland et al., 2004; Moseley et al., 2004; Shimada et al., 2004; Xu et al., 2004 ). An FH2 dimer can be regarded as consisting of two hemidimers, each of which can bind to a single actin subunit at the filament barbed end . The monomeric FH2 domains inhibit polymerization similarly to regular capping proteins (Shimada et al., 2004; Xu et al., 2004) , whereas the FH2 dimers exhibit properties of leaky cappers.
A plausible scenario proposed for the leaky capping is based on the "stair-stepping behavior" of an FH2 dimer associated with an elongating actin filament . While one of the FH2 hemidimers is bound to the protruding actin subunit, the second one detaches from the recessed (penultimate) subunit, thereby producing a vacancy for a next actin monomer to join the filament (see Fig. 1 ). In the next step, the two FH2 hemidimers exchange their roles and polymerization proceeds in a stair-stepping manner.
The simplest form of the stair-stepping scenario requires rotation of the formin cap with respect to the filament axis resulting from the helical structure of actin filament (Kovar and Pollard, 2004; Pollard, 2004) . In case the formin cap is immobilized, this should result in rotation of the whole actin filament, which has not been detected in recent experiments (Kovar and Pollard, 2004) . Although this issue remains not completely clear, modifications of the stair-stepping mechanism will be, probably, required. Specifically, a "shaft in a bearing"-like connection between actin helix and the FH2 hemidimer (Kovar and Pollard, 2004) can enable the leaky capping without formin rotation. In addition, it is not unambiguously established that FH2 binds exactly at the barbed end, as opposed to near the barbed end, and a possibility remains that an FH2 hemidimer binds to more than two actin subunits.
The common feature of all models for leaky capping irrespective of their detail is that the formin cap moves together with the filament end along the filament axis. This movement requires an alternating binding of the two FH2 hemidimers to the barbed end in such a way that at each step of polymerization the FH2 dimer dissociates from the recessed subunit of the barbed end, hence, preparing conditions for the next step.
Essence of this work
Here, we predict a phenomenon of force-driven actin polymerization based on the phenomenon of leaky capping of actin filaments by formins. Our model is equally applicable for the cases where leaky capping is performed by FH2 dimers or FH1FH2 dimers. We will not distinguish between these cases and refer to the leaky capping domains simply as formins. First, we propose that the mechanism of leaky capping is based on the elasticity of the formin dimer. This simple idea accounts for all the requirements of leaky capping, including the alternating binding of the formin hemidimers to the barbed end subunits. Moreover, predictions of the model agree with the existing data on the critical actin concentrations of polymerization of the free and formin-capped filament ends. Second, we show that if a pulling force is applied to the formin-dimer capping the filament end, the elastic mechanism drives filament growth. Specifically, the critical actin concentration of the barbed end is dramatically reduced compared with that of an uncapped filament, and the rate of polymerization increases.
Results and discussion

Hypothesis of formin dimer elasticity
Model. First, we consider the formin dimer as an elastic molecule, which can undergo deformations accompanied by accumulation of elastic energy. In the initial nondeformed conformation, the two hemidimers of the formin dimer lie in the same plane, as found for isolated FH2 hemidimers and represented schematically in Fig. 1 (a1) . While binding the new actin monomer, the formin dimer deforms in such a way that the hemidimers are shifted with respect to each other, as illustrated in Fig.1 (a2) . Although binding of formin to the barbed end is shown for simplicity as attachment to the tops of the recessed and protruding subunits ( Fig. 1, a2) , it may involve multiple interaction sites at more than two actin subunits. Deformation of formin and, perhaps, the related elastic deformations of the terminal actin subunits result in the elastic energy EL . The exact character of the molecular deformations resulting from capping of the barbed end by formin dimer (Fig. 1, a2) is not critical for the qualitative essence of the model. In the following sections, we refer to the complex deformation of formin and the barbed end as an effective deformation of the formin dimer. Generally, the elastic energy of the formin dimer deformation EL (Fig. 1, a2 ) can be approximated by the quadratic law (1) where is the effective rigidity of the formin dimer and ⌬ z is the length of the mutual shift of the formin hemidimers ( Fig. 1,  a2) , which, based on the known structure of actin filaments, should be close to 2.75 nm (Lorenz et al., 1993) . The deforma-
tion generates an elastic stress, f EL , within the formin dimer ( Fig. 1, a2 ). This stress tends to return the dimer to its initial shape with hemidimers lying in the same plane ( Fig. 1, a3 ) and is determined by the rigidity and the deformation ⌬ z ,
Formin-dimer elasticity explains leaky capping. We next consider the energy changes accompanying each intermediate step of actin polymerization according to the leaky capping scenario. Our consideration depends only on the shift of the formin hemidimers along the filament axis, which is common for all possible mechanisms of the leaky capping.
In the state where one formin hemidimer is bound to the protruding subunit of the filament end, while the second formin hemidimer is unbound, the formin dimer is in its relaxed nondeformed conformation (Fig. 1, a1) .
At the next stage, an actin monomer inserts into the existing vacancy between the recessed subunit of the barbed end and the unbound formin hemidimer (Fig. 1, a2 ). This event
gives rise to energy release, due to binding of the actin monomer to the barbed end and to the formin hemidimer. The related changes of the energy will be denoted as AB and AF , respectively, the two values being negative as the two binding steps are favorable and result in a decrease of the system's energy. In case multiple binding sites exist for a formin hemidimer at the barbed end, the energy AF accounts for all of them. Insertion of the new actin monomer also results in deformation of the formin dimer (Fig. 1, a2) . This generates the elastic stress f EL and leads to accumulation of positive elastic energy EL (Eq. 1). In addition, we must take into account that the actin monomers are dissolved at a concentration c A in the aqueous solution surrounding the actin filament. By joining the barbed end, an actin monomer loses its translational entropy so that the related free energy changes by (see e.g., Hill, 1987) , where k B T Х 4 и 10 Ϫ 21 J Ϸ 0.6 kcal/M is the product of the Boltzmann constant and the absolute temperature, and c W Ϸ 55 M is the concentration of water molecules. Thus, the total energy change of the actin monomer insertion (Fig. 1, a2) is
The elastic stress, f EL , generated at this step within the formin cap acts on its hemidimers. It presses one of the hemidimers against the protruding subunit of the barbed end (Fig. 1,  a2) , hence, reinforcing binding between them. At the same time, it pulls the second hemidimer attempting to detach it from the recessed subunit of the barbed end (Fig. 1, a2 ) thereby weakening the connection between them. This means that the elastic stress f EL fulfills the major requirement of the leaky capping model. It produces an effective asymmetric interaction between the two binding sites in such a way that the hemidimer attached to the recessed subunit of the barbed end tends to detach, whereas the one bound to the protruding subunit fastens even more strongly, and hence maintains the connection of the dimer with the actin filament.
In the following step, the formin hemidimer detaches from the recessed subunit of the barbed end under the action of the elastic stress f EL (Fig. 1, a3 ). This destroys the favorable actin-formin bonds, but allows the elastic energy to relax. The resulting energy change accompanying the detachment is
Comparison with experimental results. Our model accounts for the quantitative data accumulated on formin-mediated polymerization. First, it explains the observation that the FH2 dimers of Bni1 formin do not alter the critical concentration of actin required for barbed end polymerization . The total energy of one polymerization cycle consisting of the two intermediate steps,
is (according to Eqs. 3 and 4): (a) Actin polymerization in the absence of pulling force. (a1) Formin dimer is in a nondeformed state; it is bound to the protruding but not to the recessed actin subunit, thereby leaving a vacancy for a new actin monomer to insert. (a2) An actin monomer inserts into the existing vacancy and binds to the formin hemidimer and the recessed actin subunit. The two binding events are energetically favorable and accompanied by release of energies AB and AF , respectively. At the same time, the formin dimer and, probably, the terminal actin subunits involved in interaction with formin undergo deformation, resulting in a relative shift of the formin hemidimers by distance ⌬z Ϸ 2.75 nm, characterizing the helix periodicity of an actin filament (Lorenz et al., 1993) . This results in accumulation of elastic energy EL and development of elastic force f EL (red arrows) tending to restore the initial relative position of the formin subunits. (a3) Elastically driven detachment of formin from the recessed actin subunit accompanied by relaxation of the elastic energy, EL → 0, and elastic force, f EL → 0, at the expense of the actin-formin binding energy. This results in creation of a new vacancy for the next actin monomer. (b) Actin polymerization in the presence of pulling force (blue arrows). Insertion of the new actin monomer (b2) and detachment of formin from the recessed subunit (b3) are facilitated by the pulling force, which reduces the energy of each of these stages by f pull и ⌬z. As a result, the critical actin concentration required for polymerization at the barbed end is reduced dramatically compared with the critical concentration in the absence of the force.
If this energy change is negative ( ⌬ tot Ͻ 0) polymerization proceeds spontaneously, whereas in the opposite case of ⌬ tot Ͼ 0 polymerization is energetically unfavorable. A total energy change of zero ( ⌬ tot ϭ 0) defines the conditions where no net polymerization proceeds. This means that the existing actin filaments do not change their lengths on average over time. The corresponding actin concentration is the critical concentration required for polymerization at the barbed end in the presence of the bound formin dimer (6) The critical concentration (Eq. 6) is determined only by the actin-barbed end binding energy AB and is independent of the fact that the barbed end is capped by formin. As a result, has the same value as the critical concentration for free actin filaments :
This is an expected result because a formin molecule attached to the barbed end influences only the boundary subunits of an actin polymer and, consequently, cannot change the thermodynamic characteristics of the system as a whole, such as the critical concentration. Second, the model accounts for the fact that formins are known to reduce the rate of actin polymerization at the barbed end by several tens of percents (Kovar et al., 2003; Harris et al., 2004; Pollard, 2004; Shimada et al., 2004; Xu et al., 2004; Zigmond, 2004) . It has been recognized that in the absence of any capping protein, the on-rate of the barbed end polymerization (k on ) is largely controlled by diffusion of actin monomers (Drenckhahn and Pollard, 1986; Pollard and Borisy, 2003) . The fact that formins are able to considerably slow down polymerization says that, in this case, the on-rate of the reaction is not limited by diffusion alone but is also determined by the activation energy activ of insertion of actin monomers into the barbed end capped by formin (Berg and von Hippel, 1985; Hanngi et al., 1990) . We suggest that this activation energy arises from the stage of deformation of the formin dimer in the course of insertion of a new actin monomer (Fig. 1, a2) and/or the stage of detachment of the formin hemidimer from the recessed actin subunit (Fig. 1, a3) . A thorough analysis of polymerization kinetics in the presence of an elastic leaky capper including the dynamics of formin exchange at the barbed end, and the kinetic effects of actin monomer concentration requires a detailed mathematical approach and will be published elsewhere. On a qualitative level, this analysis shows that the activation energy has to be of the order of several k B T and results from an interplay between the formin-actin binding energy AF , the formin dimer elastic energy EL , and the work performed by the elastic stress f EL in the course of the formin monomer detachment from the recessed subunit of the barbed end. In a simplest scenario of leaky capping, the stage of the formin hemidimer detachment accompanied by relaxation of its elastic energy (Fig. 1, a2 ) and the following stage of insertion of a new actin monomer requiring formin deformation (Fig.1, a3) provide equal contributions
to the effective activation energy. This assumption, along with the requirement that formin slows down actin polymerization by ‫,%05ف‬ implies that the rates of formin detachment from the recessed subunit, actin monomer supply by diffusion, and formin attachment to the new actin subunit have similar values (unpublished data). In this case, the elastic energy has to possess a value close to that of the actin-formin binding energy, EL Ϸ AF , where the latter can be estimated based of the dissociation constant of the actin-FH2 complex of Bni1 (Pruyne et al., 2002) as AF Ϸ Ϫ22 и k B T. According to Eqs. 1 and 2, the elastic stress developed in the FH2 dimer and corresponding to the elastic energy of AF Ϸ Ϫ22 и k B T is whereas the dimer rigidity can be estimated as
The rigidity can be related to an effective flexural rigidity
where L Ϸ 10 nm is the linear dimension of the dimer . Estimation gives k FORM Ϸ 10 Ϫ26 J и m 2 what is of the same order of magnitude as the flexural rigidity of an actin filament k A ϭ 6 и 10 Ϫ26 J и m 2 (Yasuda et al., 1996) . This may mean that the terminal actin subunits contribute considerably to the effective rigidity of formin dimer. In addition, it is worth noting that, although we have assumed a simplest model for the formin cap elasticity expressed by Eqs. 1 and 2, the qualitative predictions of the model will also hold for a more general case of a nonlinear formin elasticity.
The elastic model provides specific predictions about the dependence of leaky capping on the effective rigidity of the formin dimer. Increase or decrease of with respect to the optimal value, , must shift the formin dimer properties toward those of a regular rather than leaky capper. Indeed, an excessive stiffening of formin dimer, ӷ , should eliminate the leaky capping by disfavoring the formin dimer deformation at the stage of insertion of a new actin monomer into the existing vacancy (Fig. 1, a2) , and, hence, producing a high energy barrier of the reaction. In case the formin dimer is too flexible, Ӷ , the developed elastic force f EL will be insufficiently strong to detach the formin hemidimer from the recessed actin subunit of the barbed end (Fig. 1, a3 ) within a relevant time scale. As a result, both the recessed and the protruding subunits will be blocked practically irreversibly. The predicted limited range of formin elasticity enabling the leaky capping can be verified experimentally provided a possibility is found to engineer systematically the elastic properties of formin molecules.
Importantly, as it follows from the detailed analysis, within the elastic model, the on-rate of the reaction (k on ) is very sensitive to the formin dimer rigidity because, according to the Arrhenius law, the on-rate depends exponentially on the activation energy Hanngi et al., 1990) , which, in turn, depends linearly on the rigidity activ ‫ف‬ . Such strong dependence may explain the considerable difference in the observed slowing down of polymerization by different formins (Kovar et al., 2003; Zigmond et al., 2003; Harris et al., 2004) , which may be characterized by different values of the rigidity . Structural analysis in conjunction with single molecules measurements is needed to verify agreement of this prediction with the known differences in structures and actin polymerization activities of different formins.
Pulling force can drive actin polymerization
Let us now consider the process of addition of a new actin monomer to the barbed filament end capped by a formin dimer, which is subject to a pulling force. For convenience, we denote by f pull the force pulling one hemidimer, as illustrated in Fig. 1  (b1-b3) by blue arrows, so that the total pulling force equals 2f pull . Similarly to the scenario presented in the previous section (Fig. 1 a) , the cycle consists of attachment of the actin monomer generating elastic deformation of the formin dimer and subsequent detachment of formin hemidimer from the recessed subunit of the barbed end producing a vacancy for the next actin monomer (Fig. 1 b) . The pulling force facilitates each of the intermediate stages of this process.
Deformation of the formin dimer at the first stage is related to shifting one of the formin hemidimers with respect to the other by ⌬z ϭ 2.75 nm (Fig. 1, a2) . The force f pull pulling the formin hemidimer in the direction of the shifting (Fig. 1, b1 and b2) reduces the energy of this event by pull ϭ Ϫf pull и ⌬z. As a result, this step becomes more favorable energetically, its energy being (8) Also, the subsequent step of detachment of the formin hemidimer from the recessed part of the barbed end becomes energetically more favorable. It is accompanied by a shift of the detaching subunit of about the same distance (⌬z ϭ 2.75 nm) along the direction of the force application (Fig. 1, b3 ). The energy change accompanying this step accounting for the effect of the pulling force is
The total energy change of the polymerization cycle,
Based on Eq. 10, the critical actin concentration corresponding to ⌬ tot ϭ 0 upon action of the pulling force becomes exponentially small as compared with the critical concentration in the absence of the force, , which is equal to the critical concentration of a pure barbed end, . Accounting for Eqs. 6, 7, and 10, it is given by
Based Eq. 11, a total pulling force, which is as little as 2f pull Ϸ 3.4 pN, is predicted to reduce the critical concentration by 10-fold.
The generality of the result (Eq. 11), according to which the critical concentration decreases exponentially with the pulling force, should go beyond any particular model for the formin dimer. Consideration based on general thermodynamics (Hill, 1987) predicts that a pulling force stretching a regular polymer decreases the chemical potential of the polymerized monomers and, consequently, decreases the critical concentration according to an equation similar to Eq. 11.
According to Eq.11, polymerization can occur at very low actin concentrations, provided an appropriately strong pulling force is applied to the filament end. However, it is worth noting that in this case diffusion limitations will significantly slow down the force-driven filament growth. Furthermore, at low actin concentrations, additional factors, such as occasional filament severing, which have not been taken into account by the present model, may limit actin polymerization.
It is also essential that the pulling force should not be too large; otherwise, in addition to promoting polymerization, the force may detach the entire formin dimer from the actin filament. According to our estimations presented in the previous section, an elastic force of ‫06ف‬ pN would result in fast separation between the formin hemidimer and the recessed part of the barbed end. If a pulling force of the same order of magnitude is applied to the formin hemidimer attached to the protruding part, the entire connection between FH2 dimer and the barbed end is expected to break within a short time scale. Based on these considerations, we predict that the pulling force per formin hemidimer generated in the system and able to accelerate the growth of the actin filament must be in the piconewton range but smaller than several tens of piconewtons.
Our discussion was limited to the effects of the pulling force on the critical concentration characterizing the equilibrium properties of the system. However, it is worth noting that the pulling force can, to some extent, also influence the kinetics of polymerization by reducing the activation energy of this process. As has been suggested, the activation energy activ results from the formin cap and limits the rate of actin monomer insertion. Upon the application of force, this activation energy becomes (12) so that a small pulling force is sufficient to eliminate it, and, hence, to speed the polymerization process. Estimating activ in the absence of the force as few k B T, we obtain that a pulling force of several piconewtons is sufficient to remove the reduction of the polymerization rate imposed by formin and to accelerate polymerization as compared with the case where the filament ends are capped by the formin dimers.
Recently, other mechanisms facilitating actin polymerization have been suggested (Dickinson et al., 2004; Romero et al., 2004) . In a theoretical work by Dickinson et al. (2004) , it has been proposed that hypothetical filament end-tracking proteins can work as molecular motors, which use the energy of actin driven ATP hydrolysis for enhancement of actin polymerization. In line with this theoretical idea, the experi-ε activ pull ⁄ ε activ f pull ∆z, ⋅ -= mental study by Romero et al. (2004) shows that the barbed end polymerization is dramatically accelerated by a complex of FH1FH2 and profilin, which speeds up the actin-ATP hydrolysis. The mechanism of the force-driven actin polymerization predicted by our model is independent of the ATP hydrolysis and must produce new effects as well as contribute additively to the action of the ATP-driven motors. Although the mDia1 FH1FH2 domains with profilin do not change the critical concentration of actin polymerization (Romero et al., 2004) , the pulling force is predicted to considerably reduce this value. The effects of the pulling force on the polymerization rate have to reinforce the ATP hydrolysis-driven effects. However, it is worth noting that the pulling force effects predicted in this work do not require profilin and, therefore, could be especially pronounced in cell compartments lacking this protein.
Conclusions
The major result of this work is the proposal of a molecular model predicting force-driven actin polymerization mediated by formin dimers capping the filament ends.
We envision several lines of possible experimental verification of this prediction. First, such force could be applied to the formin caps of actin filaments growing in vitro. This can be done by immobilizing the formin complex and creating a pulling force affecting the growing filaments using laser tweezers or hydrodynamic flow. Individual myosin molecules could also produce forces sufficient for significant stimulation of forminmediated actin polymerization (Howard, 2001) , which can serve as a basis for another kind of in vitro setup. The second approach is probing the elastic properties of formins in single molecule experiments such as atomic force microscopy. Finally, the third direction is to attempt to identify force-driven polymerization in natural cell processes involving actin and formins. In general, this phenomenon can drive processes where a pulling force is produced by myosin interacting with the growing actin filament, provided that the formin complex capping the filament end is anchored at cell cortex or membrane. In such a system, tension generated in the filament is transmitted to the formin cap and pulls it away from the membrane. A counter force is then developed by the membrane, which may deform, but does not move. This counter force pulls the barbed end via the formin dimer. The proper association of formin with cortex/membrane is crucial for the feasibility of the proposed mechanism.
Force-driven polymerization involving only two kinds of proteins could be a key element in a variety of cellular mechanosensing devices including focal adhesions. A similar sort of mechanism could, in principle, explain the forceenhanced self-assembly of other cytoskeletal polymers, e.g., microtubules. Moreover, one can think about chimeric capping proteins containing built-in elastic elements, which may behave according to the predictions of the present model and, hence, mediate force-enhanced actin polymerization. This hypothesis opens an avenue for engineering molecular nanodevices for the local control of filament polymerization using applied force.
